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This book is aimed at providing all of the essential information, both theoretical and computational, in order that the reader can, starting from essentially nothing, understand how the electronic, optical and transport properties of semiconductor heterostructures are calculated. However, perhaps more importantly, starting from this low common denominator, this text is designed to lead the reader through a series of simple example theoretical and computational implementations, and slowly build from solid foundations, to a level where the reader can begin to initiate theoretical investigations or explanations of their own.
    The author believes that there are two aspects to theoretical work, with the first being to analyse and interpret experimental data, while the second is to advance new ideas. His hope is that this book will certainly facilitate the former and will at least provide the knowledge and skills base from which quantified predictions can be developed from the beginnings of an idea. Written in the style of a mathematics course text, it is hoped that this book will appeal to readers from within as well as outside the low dimensional semiconductor community. Some of the examples developed are relevant to the semiconductor community at large, while the microscopic calculations presented could be of interest to other areas of condensed matter, such as carbon nanostructures, high-temperature superconductors, etc.    

    New material in this second edition includes:      

	sections on effects of magnetic fields on quantum wells      
	excited impurity levels      
	screening of the optical phonon interaction      
	acoustic and optical deformation potential scattering      
	spin-orbit coupling in the pseudopotential calculation and      
	New chapters on strained quantum wells and k.p theory.      


    Aimed at postgraduate students of semiconductor and condensed matter physics, the book will be invaluable to all those researching in academic and industrial laboratories worldwide.     

       About the Author


   Paul Harrison is currently working in the Institute of Microwaves and Photonics (IMP), which is a research institute within the school of Electronic and Electrical Engineering t the University of Leeds in the United Kingdom. He can always be found on the web, at the time of writing, at: http://www.ee.leeds.ac.uk/homes/ph/ and always answers e-mail. 


    Paul is working on a wide variety of Projects, most of which centre around exploiting quantum mechanics for the creation of novel opto-electronic devices, largely, but not exclusively, in semiconductor Quantum Wells, Wires and Dots. Up to date information can be found on his web page. He is always looking for exceptionally well qualified and motivated students to study for a PhD degree with him-if interested, please don't hesitate to contact him.    

    Zoran Ikonic was a Professor at the University of Belgrade and is now also a researcher in the IMP. His research interest and experience include the full width of semiconductor physics and optoelectronic devices, in particular, band structure calculations, strain-layered systems, carrier scattering theory, non-linear optics, as well as conventional and quantum mechanical methods for device optimisation.    

    Vladimir Jovanovic is just completing his PhD at the IMP on physical models of quantum well infrared photodetectors and quantum cascade lasers in GaN- and GaAs-based materials for near-, mid- and far-infrared (Terahertz) applications.    
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Hands-On Automation Testing with Java for Beginners: Build automation testing frameworks from scratch with JavaPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn Java programming concepts to design automation testing frameworks 

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn to use Java program logic in application testing
	
			Understand various test-driven development concepts with Java tools
	
			Master Java with lots of programming...
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Enterprise Java with UMLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	This work is a comprehensive guide to using UML (Unified Modelling Language) in model Java applications. The book presents strategies for developing enterprise systems using Java and related technologies - XML, Servlets, Enterprise JavaBeans, Swing Components, CORBA, RMI, and others. The authors explain how UML is used as a modelling tool for...
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Agile Product Management with Scrum: Creating Products that Customers Love (Addison-Wesley Signature SeriesAddison Wesley, 2010

	The First Guide to Scrum-Based Agile Product Management


	 


	In Agile Product Management with Scrum, leading Scrum consultant Roman Pichler uses real-world examples to demonstrate how product owners can create successful products...
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Python and Tkinter ProgrammingManning Publications, 2000

	Provides a real-world code that does real work: no toy examples. Documents Tkinter in a reference section that is helpful and easy to use. Softcover.


	I first encountered Python in 1993 when I joined a small company in Rhode Island. Their primary product was a GUI-builder for X/Motif that generated code for C, C++, Ada and Python. I...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Business Application BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book will dive into a diverse set of real-world scenarios to deliver sample business

	solutions that can serve as the foundation for your own solutions. It draws from the

	author's extensive experience with SharePoint to leverage the platform's underlying

	services to provide solutions that can support social...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2010

	Android development is hot, and many programmers are interested in joining the fun. However, because this technology is based on Java, you should first obtain a solid grasp of the Java language and its foundational APIs to improve your chances of succeeding as an Android app developer. After all, you will be busy learning the architecture of...
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